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Abstract

The paper deals with introduction of safety rules to the software designed for railway control systems. The basic assumption is related to software designed using high level language UML with possibility of modelling, verification, functional testing and simulation in CASE environment. The object methodology - the base of UML regards the software implementation with respect to safety and real time control corresponding to UIC recommendations and CENELEC standards.
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1. Introduction

The computer railway control (RC) systems are treated as two layer systems: the hardware layer is a computer co-operating with external railway devices and software layer responsible for realization of control algorithms. These systems are designed according to the “fail-safe” rule assuring that each single system damage or fault is treated as safe (does not lead to the danger of system safety) and after its detection the initialization of special protection action takes place. In addition, the time necessary to detection of fault must be short adequately. The total safety measure of RC
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systems may be described using appropriate probabilistic and time characteristics well known from the reliability theory [22]. The safety of the software is connected with specification, coding, compilation method and application of appropriate tools in creation process. The methods recommended during design, implementation and maintenance of software dedicated to safety systems are documented in CENELEC standards [24][25][26]. The choice of programming language for safety RC systems may be treated as an important. The earlier attempts of application of machine oriented languages, especially assemblers, show that such languages are a little efficient and even dangerous with respect to algorithmic structure languages such C, PASCAL, ADA and PLC [17]. (Now to this group the diagram oriented languages are enclosed.) Such approach gives the possibility to avoid the most part of syntax and semantic faults through clear relations between abstract algorithms defined in specification and data structure of created software.

The programming of processes connected with control and management in railway transport is designed according to software life cycle defined in the standard PN-EN 50128. The first stage of this cycle is formal specification. It must have the safety proof which will be implemented in appropriate way in the programming language as a adequate control algorithms. In the next stages the coding and testing of several new software modules are realised. Each of them is submitted for verification and validation procedure. From many formal and semi-formal methods recommended in appendix to the standard PN-EN 50128 the idea of finite state automata FSA may be very convenient to description of railway traffic control processes. This method is faithful because corresponds to typical non formal description (tables of dependencies) and is rather intuitive among railway engineers. The method presented in next part of the paper is consistent with Rational Unified Process method and corresponds to UML application to specification, simulation and verification of software designed for RC devices.

Another methods such Software Life Cycle Model applied to railway control base on cascade (Waterfall Method), evolutionary (Evolutionary Delivery), spiral or “V” models and ensure rather high level reliability of final project – safety software.

In the previous works the problem of correct software specification for RC systems is presented. The main approach to structured programming with formal specification of program correctness is rather sophisticated. The semi-formal methods may be also applied to design of proper implementation of control algorithms including techniques such redundancy and self-testing. The method proposed in the paper assumes using the semi-formal specification of railway control algorithms based on route method (tables of dependencies) and UML application.

The main feature of this method is using the object methodology OOM in which the basic railway control devices (points, semaphores, rail sections, etc.) may be defined as a sets of objects \(\{O_1, O_2, \ldots O_i, \ldots O_n\}\). The control algorithm is implemented as a composition function of object behaviours. The object and connected functions are closed and may be used in special, controlled way. In the structured approach the formal correctness property may be defined as follows
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\[ C(IN_{1n}, Q_1, Q_n) \]  

where

\[ IN_{1n} = F \{ IN_{ij} \}_{k=1}^{n} \]  

Is a structural composition of elementary instructions \( IN_{ij}, \ i = 1,2,...n, \ j = 1,2,...n \) between initial point “1” and final point “n”. The \( Q_1 \) and \( Q_n \) are properties (expressed as mathematical relation form) before and after program execution. Such composition of global mega-instruction \( IN_{1n} \) may be decomposed to elementary instructions \( IN_{ij} \) and local states \( Q_i \) and \( Q_j \) proving correctness according to formal methods

\[ F \{ C(IN_{ij}, Q_i, Q_j) \}_{i=1,2,...n, j=1,2,...n}^{n} \]  

For instance, the partial correctness may be defined with respect to elementary instructions as

\[ \{ Q_i \{ IN_{ij} \} \subseteq Q_j \}_{i=1,2,...n, j=1,2,...n} \]  

In the object oriented specification the correctness conditions assumed in (3) may be presented with respect to corrected implementation of object

\[ F \{ C(IN_{ij}, Q_i, Q_j) \}_{i=1,2,...n, j=1,2,...n}^{n}, \ |Q_i = Q_j \]  

And now the partial correctness may be expressed as follows

\[ \{ Q_i \{ IN_{ij} \} \subseteq Q_i \}_{i=1,2,...n, j=1,2,...n}, \ |Q_i = Q_j \]  

It is mean that property of object \( Q_i \) is invariant \( (Q_i = Q_j) \) with respect to the execution of instruction \( IN_{ij} \) regarding the start \( (Q_1) \) and \( (Q_n) \) end of the program.

The validation of objects may be convenient during application of semi-formal techniques, especially testing and simulation. The verification of UML objects is necessary during software evaluation in the certification process of RC system (safety proof).

2. UML features vs. safety software of RC systems

In computer RC systems the control software is treated as a part with encryption of all (or almost) logical operation affecting to the whole device (system). Additionally, the software must operate with respect to real time restrictions, because the action of the device must be adequate quick to assumed events occurring in the environment. The appearance of each event is not tome determined, but the system response is always time limited. These systems are connected with special requirements corresponding to safety of passengers and trucks. The CENEELEC
recommendations (i.e. [24]) and UIC regulations demand the requirement of detection of all single catastrophic failures, and system reaction after failure leads to fail safe state [4]. It is obvious, that in computer oriented devices the main efforts are connected with software correctness and reliability.

The object, such mentioned earlier, is a some program creation characterized by strict limits of action with restricted access to its resources through external creations – other objects [9]. This characteristic property assigned to each object may have influence to the system safety designed in object oriented language. The object through introduced restrictions is resistant against occasional or intended changes of attributes and called methods.

The another feature of objects is treating as “black box” with precise defined input and output signals and assurance of autonomy of inner implementation. Such property has a possibility to create the objects in different ways using different groups of programmers. In the high safety systems the group of objects may be created realizing the same tasks but designed in different ways. The comparison of evaluation results obtained from these objects and putting to majority voting may be similar to “2 from 3” structures of computer systems [20][22][23].

The authors of UML attach the attention of object meaning for control systems and corresponding to this fact the classical definition of existence is extended to dynamic element. The introduced concept of active model contains the state machines (FSM automata) and input-output port sets. This concept will be assumed in the OMG and ISO standards several years later. The concept of active objects assumes that action of the object may be described using states diagram with states and transitions passed by the objects. The change of state (passing via transition) may be caused by external event connected with object environment (i.e. after assumed time). Additionally, it is a possibility to restrict of initializing the action of transitions through defining the set of signals with authority for such action and other restrictions (i.e. range of values) without satisfaction which change of state will be not realised. The mentioned features of the object are elements with important influence to the safety of realised actions using software. For UML description of objects the object diagrams are used and for description of active objects the state diagrams and structure diagrams are used. The Fig. 1 presents the abstract diagram of object states.

In the OOM is assumed that each object of program is an instance of class from which is derived. It means that class is a given pattern from which the groups of object identical with respect to construction but different with respect to values of attributes and place of application are created. This feature is defined as reuse and corresponds both for class of passive (classical) and active objects. For safety of realised actions such feature is important because the correctness of all objects derived from the same class is assured upon condition that original class has been programmed correctly. For description of classes the class diagrams are used.

1 The first result of such thinking has been version of Rose tool dedicated to real time systems.
The co-operation between objects is possible by relations defined between them prepared in the modelling process. The described earlier relations may be used to determine the co-relations between objects, acceptable number of objects (in the input and output of relations) and ways of exchange the signal (messages). Such defined relations restrict the situations with faulty calling the object or faulty signal transmission.

For description of relation between objects (or class of objects) in UML language the diagram of objects (or classes of objects) is used, but for ways of transmission of signals – the diagrams of structure, co-operation and sequence. The example of such notation is presented on Fig. 2.

The authors of presented object methodology extend the mechanism of reuse through inheritance. It has a possibility of some detailed existences the inheritance of structure and behaviour of appropriate general existences. The application of such mechanism has leads to detailed general existences. Such approach has an influence
on the creation of many different variants of object classes for the same set of general assumptions, enforcement of readability of diagrams and decrement of probability of failure during programming of many similar but not identical programmable existences.

The extension of classical object methodology is a concept of relation describing interchange of signals between objects. Such interchange may be realised entirely via ports in which the model is equipped. The external and internal port are distinguished. The external ports are interfaces for communication between object and environment, the internal ports has a possibility of communication inside object. For each port (or rather for pair of communicating ports) the protocol containing set of input and output signals must be defined. The signals assumed for one port as an input for conjugate port are treated as output signals. Each signal may be additionally described by type and set of values possible to occur.

The relation object port – protocol is presented in accordance to class diagram. The relation of composition (Fig. 3) existing between object and port defines the close connection with protocol describing the communication rules via port. The protocols create the important element of monitoring and guarantee of safety communication in the system.

The diagram with more detailed description of port – protocol relation is diagram of structure. It presents the types of object ports (black squares) and channels with connected external objects (grey squares). The example of structure diagram is shown on the Fig. 4.

The all transport control systems are real time. Then it is important to define how the UML may satisfy the demand on service of time dependent events.

From the version 2.0 the UML gives the possibility of creation of software with information about passage of time. This information may cause the change of standard behavior of model or activation of one or group of models. For real time properties of the model the activity diagrams, state machine diagrams, sequence diagrams and time diagrams are applied.
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In the Rose Real Time, which is not designed for service of time depended functions (in nowadays meaning) the TimerPackage has been introduced with main class RTTimespec. It gives the functions necessary for acquisition of clock signal – getlock(), the determination of time value – adjustTimeBegin() and adjustTimeEnd(), and many others.

Corresponding to needs connected with system specification the application of global clock or some local clocks with respect to the number of realized processes may be possible.

3. The creation of software model

The software of RC system is created as a result of information analysis related to specification. Such specification must be elaborated by customer and must satisfy the requirements defined in international standards and internal regulations of railway company [7].

The design of software with respect to specification in UML is easier through simple process of processing of information contained in specification to the programming language level.

The works of software design are divided into two basic stages. The first stage is connected with creation the software model for ideal conditions. Such model requires only the correct work of the system and its verification allows to interest of correct implementation of control algorithms and detection the most part of faults introduced during modeling. After this stage, the next stage takes place when the model will be extend with the service of events during system damage. The process
of model extension requires the introduction of additional objects and states with possibility of proper behavior in the situation different from assumed. The software model for real conditions of system work must respect:

1. The faulty action of traction vehicle (i.e. interrupt of sequence, back off to passed rail section, rip of point, etc.).
2. The faulty service of system.
3. The damage of rail circuit elements (the break of rail, the blow of semaphore lamp, the stoppage of point, etc.).
4. The damage of disposition computer devices (i.e. the loss of power, the reset of disposition computer, the untruth of transmitted data, the deadlock of control processes, the overrun the limit of waiting time for response, the loss of synchronization, etc.).
5. The faults of system operator (i.e. leading the vehicle to busy rail, the release the rail route with vehicle, etc.).

For system damages the following aspects may also affect:

6. The environment (i.e. high temperature, humidity, atmospheric discharges, etc.).
7. The animals (i.e. rodents, etc.).
8. The sabotage (i.e. terrorists).
9. The other unknown facts.

The application of OOM allows to fast and safety design of model with respect to the real conditions of system work. This result is achieved through the property of inheritance as safe way of extension the existing object and creation the new object specially devoted for service of potentially critical events.

The Fig. 5 shows intuitively the mechanism of extension the model created in the first stage to the full description as an aim of stage two. The platform of real system inherits the structure from the platform of ideal system with extension of additional state S_Alarm. The transition of automata to the state St_Safe is caused by the event from outside of typical disposition maneuvers (i.e. the external signal, the lack of reaction in assumed time, etc.).

Fig. 5. The platforms of RC system model

Corresponding to mentioned earlier stages the model related both to software structure and automata description for several objects is created. In this method these two description are treated as two co-existing platforms: one contains whole infor-
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Information about structured elements (objects, their number and connections, limits, port descriptions, protocols, module co-operation), the seconds reflects internal building of automata together from existing set of input-output signals, states, transitions, set of limits connected with execution time of tasks.

It is assumed that the class diagram is a basic diagram for description of the software structure. This choice is connected with high universality and capacity of descriptions represented by it. The presentation of structures of packages, classes, objects with description of attributes, methods, ports and connections between them. In addition, this type of diagram allows to document the structure of protocols and related signals, and assign the comments about number and limits of objects.

The second important type of diagrams of structural layer is diagram of structure. Using such construct the frame of object reaction, sets of external and internal ports, signal transmission channels are defined and protocols assigned to each port are chosen. From point of view of whole structure platform the diagrams of structure are important complement of diagrams of classes.

In the frame of structure layer the side of implementation of whole model into conditions of physical device is very important. It is connected both with the choice of processor for final device and choice of operating system creating the work environment of software. The specification of such special features of software is presented on the implementation diagrams.

For description of automata platform (layer) the state diagrams are always used. These diagrams reflect work of so called state machines. These diagrams contain the states in which the given object may occur and relations between states called transitions. The structures of states may be hierarchical, it is means that each from the states may have its own internal building. The transitions are activated as a result of existing the external and internal events received from input ports.

Beside the state diagrams the diagrams of sequences and activity are also used for description of software model. Using them the designer describes the relations between objects with respect to passing time. The verification of these diagrams always answers on the questions connected with incorrect system functionality.

The example of software redundancy modelling

The most popular architecture of safety system is Multi-Channel Voting Pattern architecture [9][19][20][33]. It is based on the rule of “limited faith” of the decisions taking by the one module (subsystem, object, information processing channel), because the assigned task is realised by at least two independent modules and their results is compared. The two diverse architecture versions of architecture based on voting mechanism is assumed.

The Homogenous Redundancy Pattern applies the multiplication of number of channels with satisfaction of their identity. The architecture has a feature of
reliability structure because such solution assures against damages of single channel with respect to parallel work of all channels (in the structure with parallel taking of decision), but without protection against failures caused by improper implementation of channel.

The second from discussed redundant structure of choice by voting is Diverse Redundancy Pattern. Its implementation assumes that realisation of each channel may be different. It is connected with application of different coding algorithms, different program compilers, etc. Such diversity is also connected with applied hardware (i.e. sensors of different producers) or human resources (different programmers teams). The example structure composed with three evaluation objects and one voting object is presented on the Fig. 6.

The example of modelling of rail route elements

The physical elements of rail route are a factor affecting to the moving traction vehicles. The software of computer system must in safe way realize monitoring and service of RC devices. In the presented method the creation of separated group of objects dedicated for projection of action of such devices as a form of virtual elements is proposed. There are a type of interface connecting the interlocking subsystem with physical devices of rail infrastructure. These elements are made as a transformation of formal description contained in the specification to the form of class. They are part of the set of object describing the route rail.

As an example of such element is a rail point. It is responsible for driving the rail vehicles to the appropriate route rails. The corresponding object model is presented on the class diagram. On the Fig. 7 the relation of insulated rail section as
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part of route rail is presented. Such relation of element function in UML is created by composition relation indicating the relation between two elements.

Fig. 7. Diagram of classes. The model of relation between two objects Switch_point_1 and Track_section

The more important attributes of point are described as follows:
- **point_ID** – the attribute containing the unique with respect to the whole rail route the point identifier,
- **orientation** – where its value is determined corresponding to inner action of the point automaton with actual state of the point,
- **point_split** – attribute defining the state of possible rip of the point, the default value is assumed as zero – lack of the rip,
- **point_fix** – attribute of the object state checking informing about fact of confirming the point in the route,

The communication of the object with the environment is possible via two ports *point_port* and *unit_port*. The first of them is responsible for communication with another objects of interlocking system, the second is responsible for co-operation with physical device. The object has been equipped in additional port *Clock* which allows to control of response time of physical element on the sent command.

As an example the Point_Protocol (Fig. 8) is assigned to port *point_port*. The signal received via such port have direct influence to the action of the state machine of object Switch_point_1. The list of signals transmitted between objects *Set_up* and *Switch_point_1* contains the messages about changes of state related to executing action in the object and damage events such rip of the point.

The safety of the automaton of the point object is achieved by introduction appropriate states and transition between them.

The automaton of point from the Fig. 9 beside the states describing following settings of the point contains also the state *St_FAILURE*. The transition of automaton to this state is realised only in the case of the lack of the response of physical device in assumed time. The signal initialising the transitions leading to this state is Timeout signal from internal port of timer control. Additionally, the automaton occurring
in the waiting state for control command St\_compute\_command the automatically initialises, after constant time period, the transition t\_position\_info. The main aim of such action is continuous supervision of the point state – position or rip. The signal initialising the transition is such previous the signal Timeout. The state St\_FAILURE is an active state activating the automata responsible for the system safety.

4. Verification

The verification of correctness of presented method is based on realization of given number of tests corresponding to quality evaluation of elaborated software model together with design comfort [28]. The testing of the model elaborated in UML may be done through the analysis of content of diagrams and a result of simulation.
The comfort of creation the possibility of testing the models built in UML depends almost from CASE environment accessible for designer. In general the tests of UML models may be divided into two groups:

- external tests,
- internal tests.

The external tests in many cases relay on the analysis of final code made after conversion of UML diagrams to compiler language. Such analysis is not used for correctness verification of whole system encoding g, but rather for to part or for
checking the corrected translation the chosen part of the system, automaton or function in target language.

For second group of the external tests may be enclosed the tests of communication of working program with the external simulation environment. As an example may be realised attempts of connecting the control systems executed in Rose Real Time environment with Matlab/Simulink environment.

The *internal tests* belong to the group of test executed in the UML modelling environment. Corresponding to applied CASE tool may be accessible:

- verifiers of correctness and consistency of diagrams and code,
- simulators of state machines automata,
- diagrams of sequences of system work,
- monitors of message flow,
- monitors of supervision of realisation time of events.

### The verification of sequence of executed actions

The verification test of executed action sequence may as a main aim the correctness validation of system processes. Thanks of object oriented approach in UML the analysis of single objects is possible exactly. As a result of analysis the observations of simulated state diagrams, sequence of signals from object ports, information transmitted to the screen of operator console and automatically generated diagrams of transitions creating as a result of simulation may be accessed. It is possible to restore the list of events occurring in assumed time, but such possibilities will be presented in the next chapter. The example presenting the verification described earlier may be object *Set_up*. It is co-operates with initiating object *Choice* and object *Switch_point_1* responsible for execution commands. As a result of simulation of action of this object is a diagram presented on the Fig. 10. It presents the proper setting the point with respect to the route assumed in the object *Choice*.

The Fig. 10 shows all following states in which the system appearance during realisation time of setting task.

With respect to base of obtaining diagram the verification of occurrence the object automaton in given states and connecting with it consequence is possible. The all exeptions from assumed sequence of states, earlier (not assumed) termination and looping of automata are detected immediately by such tests.

### The analysis of system time responses

The analysis of system reaction time for environment events is especially important transport control systems. Such type of verification of events only during simulation process with CASE tool is strongly restricted with respect to the work
outside target environment (controller) and lack of contact with physical devices. But it gives the possibility of detection the many specific disturbances typical for real time systems such deadlocks, non terminated processes, loss of memory content et. [9][14][19].

To execute the analysis of object reaction time to the external events (signals) the so called “Trace monitor” is used. The Trace monitor is given type of analyser with main task- the documentation of time periods connected with occurring the object in determined states. Additionally, the reading of transition caused to the initialising the event ma be possible. Using Rose RealTime tools the monitors may assign to any object, port or state.

The most popular test is analysis of input and output information from assumed port of the object. The Port Probe is installed in the structure diagrams. The figure presented below presents the structure diagram of object Set_up with attached probe of trace monitor. Corresponding to the base of list of traces is possible to test the time, direction, priority and value of input or output signal of the object via examined port (set_up_portA). In the case of the monitoring of states the analysis of communication via object ports is possible together with signals transmitted to and from the object according to the state. This state is presented on the Fig. 11.

![Structure diagram of object Set_up with attached probe of trace monitor](image)

Fig. 11. The verification of events in the Rose RealTime environment for object Set_up

**Verification of protection against system work interferences**

The method presented earlier have the aim – checking the software behaviour with respect to situations not corresponding with assumed action plan. It is assumed that following situations ma be connect with:
– lack of answer for calling (overrun the time limit),
– the reception of faulty type of signal by object port,
– the reception of signal carrying the data besides assumed boundaries.

The all mentioned situations are connected with faulty communication in the system. The reasons of its occurrence are explained in the example of object Switch_point_1.

The lack of answer (response) in assumed time in the object switch_point_1 may exist after sending the command (signal) to the rail device enforcing the change of actual point setting. If such task is not executed in assumed time period the activation of transition t_failure will be caused. This transition is activated using the system predefined signal Timeout.

Fig. 12. Diagram of states. Simulation of object. Event – Lack of answer In assumed time

The second test of object behaviour after interference event is introduction the signal not corresponding to the specification of actual state during service. The UML implemented in the CASE tool reacts on such situations through sending the appropriate message to the screen of system operator and occurrence in last correct state.

The third test verifying the safety behaviour of the system is introduction of signal carrying of information besides range of assumed values.

The UML has very simple mechanisms of verification the data introduced to via port to object and it is connected only with type of receive signal. If the signal is defined as an integer and transmitted value is a float type then the fault will be detected and blocked by the operation not permitting to transmit the signal outside port. If the type of variable is correct but only the value is besides the range of assumed values then such situation will be not detected. As a solution may be the
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Fig. 13. The screen of terminal. The message about receiving the unidentified signal

additional description with acceptance of signal with respect to input condition of
the state. Such description may be done in target compiler language.

In presented example the values besides the range are numbers different than
zero and one. The example code in C++ has the following form:

```c++
int receive = *rtdata; //reading the value from signal and
                     //assigning to argument received.

if (receive == 0)
{
    actual_occupy = 0; //if received value is 0, it is mean that
                       //element is not occupied
}
else
{
    Actual_pos = 1; //for each other case the safety state may
                     //be established - occupied.
}
```

5. Conclusions

The main aim of the paper is presentation of software design method for RC
systems assuring the more simple implementation of high reliability and safety re-
quirements. The object methodology used during creation process has the possibility
of application the encapsulation and renewal using tools as elements supporting the
process of safety software creation. It is possible through creation the software
model working in ideal conditions and until after proof of such implementation
correctness the necessary elements connected with the influence on the behavior in
the damage situations are attached.

The introduction of UML 2.0 as a software structures description language
gives the possibility of requirement the time related tasks in the system. The system
reaction mechanism is important for assumed time event from point of view of the safety of realized control processes.

The presented examples of OOM and UML application may be treated as an representative for most number of software module models of transport control systems.

In the final part of the paper the way of verification of models using CASE environment has been presented. The realised experiments show that the verification range depends In the great measure from assumed CASE environment [31]. The presented simulation methods must be treated as non obligatory for another tools.
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